
James Heinrich Hoza
1822 25th Ave E
Seattle, WA 98112

GOALS I'm interested in backend work as a software developer or engineer.  I enjoy database work, and I
enjoy automating tasks.

QUALIFICATIONS
Knowledge and Skill Areas  
 Test Driven Development             Agile development               Object-Oriented Programming
Technical  
Languages:                C#, C++ (including templates), Java, Python, PHP, MySQL, ColdFusion,
                                    CSS, JavaScript, HTML, XML
Other technologies:  AJAX, Apache, GIT, Subversion, VMWare
                                    CruiseControl and Jenkins; helped manage a build server

WORK
EXPERIENCE

AIM Consulting                                                             December 2021 to present

Senior Software Engineer  
● I'm writing ETL jobs in AWS Glue and using ANTLR to work on a grammar for search queries.
● The ETL jobs are written in python 3.9 and use pyspark.
● I'm working on a Java API, adding endpoints and modifying business logic for a search service.
● I work on a team with one other software developer and an SDET.

Rooster Park                                                                 January 2021 to November 2021

Senior Software Engineer  
● I worked on the back end of an API that runs in AWS, storing data for other services.
● I worked on a team of 4 people and coordinating with five other teams, including 3 front-end teams

and 2 teams that wrote services that called ours.
● The systems I worked on were written in Java and Kotlin and were built and tested in Jenkins using

several unit test- and integration test suites.
Napster (Rhapsody International, Inc.)                             November 2019 to July 2020

Senior Software Engineer  
● I worked on a system that managed user account data, including payment data.
● I worked on a system that manged media formats and re-encoding newly uploaded .
● All systems I worked in were written in Java and used the Spring framework with a REST API that

queued messages in RabbitMQ.
● The systems that I worked on were built in Jenkins.

Motorola Solutions, Inc.                                                    April 2019 to November 2019

Senior Software Engineer  
● I worked to write an access management system; this was a REST system that told other systems

what users were allowed to access.
● I worked in Java, C# and Microsoft's T-SQL.
● I also helped create pipelines in Azure and Docker images.

Starbucks                                                                                April 2018 to March 2019

Software Engineer 2  
● I worked on the Account API and the Mobile Order and Pay API and the Location API.
● I updated old software to use NServiceBus and a REST API.
● I used Splunk and New Relic for monitoring endpoints and logging.
● I worked in a REST environment in C# making it so that other teams can make REST calls to our

APIs and making REST calls to other APIs.
● I passed data all the way through to the database, including writing stored procedures in Microsoft's

T-SQL.
VoiceBox Technologies                                                              Sep 2013 to Jan 2017

Software Developer  
● First, I worked on a team of 6 developers managing the structure of XML using an internal tool and

some C#. Coordinated with testers to make sure the XML was set up the way it should be. Worked
on developing the tool itself (in C#) where it couldn't support things the team needed to do.

● Second, I added to the company's engine code (in C++).  The company's engine was what read in
the XML I was hired to work on and used it to determine what the flow of the conversation should
be.

● Third, I automated some (maybe a third?) of the first job and some work for two other teams by
adding a library to the tool (in C#).

● The XML and core code were stored in SVN; the C# code was stored in GIT.
● (VoiceBox creates voice recognition software.)

Trace Register                                                                              Jul 2011 to Mar 2012

Software Developer  

heinrichhoza1.02@gmail.com
541 952 2379



● I worked on a web application on a team of 4 developers, using the following technologies:
● PHP, MySQL, ColdFusion, JavaScript.
● I helped migrate the application over to a Java-based system that used Hibernate.
● I helped write JUnit tests.
● I used TortoiseSVN and Subversion for all the code I wrote.
● (Trace Register built and maintained a website used to trace seafood from where it was farmed or

fished to where it was sold.)
Engineered Software, Inc.                                                           Jan 2010 to Apr 2011

Software Developer  
● Developed two different projects, both in C++.
● Was the only developer actively working on the first project  I  was hired on for, called P-library

("Pump Library").
● The project was the only program capable of creating files used by the company's main product

line.
● I was responsible for overhauling P-Library and maintaining that project on the build server.
● Overhaul included debugging, enhancements, refactoring and preparing the project for customer

use.
● Maintaining P-Library on the build server involved refactoring the build-script to work with Visual

Studio 2010 and changes to the underlying libraries.
● P-Library was about 10000 lines of code.
● I also worked on a product called "Pipe-Flo".
● My responsibilities included the development of UI elements and documentation.
● Specs for the project came from the fluid dynamics engineering department.
● I used TortoiseSVN and Subversion for all the code I wrote.
● I worked on a team of 7 developers, 3 testers and a development manager; project management

done by lead developers.
● (Engineered Software sells engineering and pump analysis software to pump manufacturers. It also

has a fluid dynamics engineering department that provides technical support.)
FORMAL
EDUCATION

St. Martin's University                                                                Aug 2006 to Dec 2009
● Bachelor of Science in Computer Science (GPA 3.83)
● Bachelor of Arts in Math (GPA 3.18)
● (Overall GPA 3.37)

University of Washington                                                          Sep 2012 to June 2018
● I worked on a Master of Science in computational linguistics.

OUTSIDE
PROJECTS

Online D&D website                                                                                  2014 to present
● I've been slowly working on a website to manage different pieces of a D&D campaign.
● The biggest part right now has been spells.  Other websites have spell databases, but they don't

allow custom spells, and they don't allow very good sorting or filtering of spells.
● (D&D is a hobby of mine.  This is posted at heinrich.hoza.us/dnd )

Music Streamer                                                                                                         2014 to 2016
● While working at VoiceBox, I wrote a web app that I hosted from my apartment that used AJAX and

php to stream music from the host server to anything that would run a web browser.
● (This allowed me to listen to whatever music I had on my file server in my apartment at work without

copying it onto my work computer.)
● (The working web app is currently private to honor copyright restrictions.  The code is available by

request.)
Sleep                                                                                                                                          2011

 I wrote a proof-of-concept that uses AJAX and PHP to keep track of people's turns when pushing a
button.

 When the button is clicked, a request is put into heinrich.hoza.us/tick.php, which doesn't return
until everyone else viewing index.php has clicked the button.

 (If only one person is viewing index.php (or if you put in a request that isn't a POST request, or if
you don't include the right POST data), tick.php will return almost immediately.)

 (Side note: you can simulate multiple people viewing index.php by using multiple web browsers.)
 (Side note: this may not work in IE.)
 (This is posted at heinrich.hoza.us/sleep )

Assassin
 I (and a friend) wrote a site that automates a lot of the process for moderating a game played with

Nerf guns in which each player tries to “assassinate” a target player.
 The site supports multiple games and two modes of play and uses a MySQL database to track

players.
 Two views are available; one for moderators and one for players:

◦ Moderator View: You can see this view at nerfassassins.net/admin.tools/main.php and can log
into a sample game I  set  up with  the username “preview” and the password  “sample”.   I
removed the url to this view from my online resume because we had a player  attempt to
perform a cross-site scripting attack, which we blocked.



◦ Player View: You can see the game from a player's point of view by logging in with the name
“Genghis Khan” and the password “password”.  (Both are case sensitive.)  The username for a
player is the player's first name followed by a space followed by the player's last name.  You
can see this at nerfassassins.net


